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Lecember 28 , 1950

Dear Oscar :

Your confidential memorandum of the twenty - first,
enclosing a memorandum from the Chief of the

Explosive Branch is most interesting . It seems to
me that Mr. Lewis has something and we should
take a look at it . These Russians have been taking
over the Gerrcan scientists and I think we ought to
be careful that they don't get a corner on therr ..

I wish you would discuss the matter with the Senior

staff of Central Intelligence and then after New Year's
we will decide what we ought to do .

Sincerely yours ,

Honorable Oscar L. Cbapman
Secretary of the Interior

Washington, D. C.

Envelope was marked personal,

RAC

•PSF . General File " sa - sm "
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menom
THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR

WASHINGTON

o

DEC 21 1950

Confederties

Memorandum for the President ,

Dr. James Boyd , Director , Bureau of Mines, has handed me the

attached memorandum from one of his outstanding scientists who not long

ago returned from Germany . His suggestion that we undertake a program

for bringing to this country additional scientific talent from Germany
seems to me to be worthy of thoughtful consideration ,

Members of my steff have discussed the subject informally

with Colonel Daniel E. Ellis on the Joint Intelligence Cbjectives

Service who has been heading a program for bringing to this country

as opportunities for work cculd be fourd for them outstanding scientists
from the Western Zone of Germery . However , Colonel Ellis mas inclined

to think that the breadth of the program proposed in the attached

memorandumn to the Director of the Bureau of lines, with its political
and financial implications , cannot be undertaken at the present ,

In any event , this matter is outside the scope of the work

of this Department and I draw it to your attention solely with the

thought that you may want to refer it to some appropriate unit for
consideration and report ,

Of course , Dr. Boyd and other members of my ataff sre available
for discussion of this proposal at such time as they are called upon ,

Daen ChiemanSecretary of the Interior

Attachment DECLASSIFIED 3
E.O. 2 , Sec. 3 .

Interior StanSiete Dept. Guidelines,
Nel 17,67

By DES loross
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CONFIDENTIAL

ATTO

10

UNITED STATES

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

BUREAU OF MINES

4800 FORBES STREET

PITTSBURGH 13 , PENNSYLVANIA

October 16 , 1950

Memorandum
Interier

DELASIFIED
E.O.12, Sec. 3-3

State Dept. Guidelines, , 1982

By_DER__NLT, Date 10-15 -OT

To : The Director

From : Chief , Esplosives Branch

Subject : Critical situation regarding scientists in Germany

During my recent scientific mission to Germany, I became aware

of a serious situation relative to German scientista which I am bring

ing to your attention as I consider it to be of vital importance to the
national defense .

Berlin and Göttingen have become centers of scientific re

search were eminent scientists and their assistants have been assembled ,

Both places are on the edge of the Russian Zone , Russian propaganda has

been filtering through to the scientists in an unobtrusive manner , getting

forth advantages of conducting scientific research on the Russian side ,

namely , the many great research institutions, unlimited equipment and

scientific aides, and good housing, food , and clothing for the scientists
and their families . All of these are drawing cards as the German scien

tist , in many instances , apparently does not mind on what side of the line

he works , as long as adequate facilities are available for carrying out

und nterrupted research in bis chosen Meld and the living conditions are

good . Conversations revealed the nature of the threat , namely that when

ready the Russians would " imite # them and transport them and their fami
Lies into the Russian Zone . The will to resist would be broken down by

subtle propaganda of the above type . A scindlar situation escists in other
German research Centers .

I talked with a cromber of tbe scientists , particularly Profes

sor L. F. Bonhoeffer , Director Physical Chemistry Division of the Kaiser

Wilhelm Institute , Berlin , and the Max Planck Institute , Göttingen , Pro
fessor Ivan N. Stranald , Technical University of Berlin , Professor W. Jost ,
University of Marburg , and Professor H. o. Kneser , Physikalisch - Technische
Anstalt , Braunschweig. All vare fully aware of the situation . Professor
Stranská , who is situated in Berlin at the back door of the Russians , con

siders the situation alarning . An interview wdth Mr. K. H. Lauder , Chief
of the British Scientific Research Branch in Göttingen , disclosed that he
and his staff had been aware of this dangerous situation for some time .

PSF - Goneral File - Sonson ". ܀
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It is felt tbat the loss of several hundred first class German

scientists and their chief assistants to the Russians would be a 48&s

trous blow to us . It would bave the equivalent force of losing a simi .

lar number of our key scientists to the Russians .

It was determined by conversations dth some scientists that

they would view náth favor invitations from universities and research in

stitutions in this country to come here for a limited period ( say , the

duration of the emergency ) to carry on their research . Professor Stranaki

estimated that a large number would accept such invitations . Others , who

might consider this move somewhat premature , would have to be apprised of

the urgency of the matter . Although I do not know personally all of the

scientists involved , I am gathering a list of the important ones and their

research specialties .

The plan that is suggested is that for defense reasons , selected

universities and research institutions throughout the United States be

subsidized with funds and facilities , where required , to enable them to
extend invitations to selected German acientists whose field of work is of

interest to the institutions . The research work of each institution wald

be enormously benefited ; students wonld receive inspiration by contact

with other eminent scientists ; the spirit of basic research and discovery

in this country , as good as it is , would unquestionably be heightened ; the

scientists would be of material assistance to gs in our own defense research

program ; and the Russians would be deprived of their talents.

Immediately following tbe war , several bundred German scientists

and engineers were brought to this country under Air Force , Navy , and Army

sponsorship to engage in research on rocket and Jet propulsion problems.

They were maintained in several large groups and , I believe , they were well

integrated into the programs . A particular advantage of the above plan ia

that the scientists would be spread out over the United States where they
could be integrated into our scientific society in very small groups . In

this way a maximum of benefit would be had from their separate talents .

The cost of bringing 600 scientists and their chief assistants

and families to this country , and establishing them in research centers

with provision of facilities, is estimated atabout $ 25,000,000 for the

fisst year, and about $ 10,000,000 in each succeeding year . Upon termina

tion of the emergency , they would be returned to their beats of learning
in their native country . Since some of the scientists reside in the

2
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British Zone, cooperation with the British should be sought for ab

sorbing part of this number in their universities . I believe that

cooperation of American universities in this program could be ass

pected .

1

The benefits to the Thaited States are incalculable , and

it is hoped that serious consideration can be given to this plan .

Bind Lan

Bernard Leiria

3

aes
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7 구2THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE

WASHINGTON 25

-6-46

za

December 4 , 1945 .

THE WHITE HOUSE

42PM
a
Wallace

.MEMORANDUM TO : Honorable Harry s .Honorable Harry S. Truman 2 42 PM ? 456

FROM : Secretary of Commerce
DOENDED

SUBJECT : Proposed Importation of German Scientists

for u.s. Science and Industry Benefit .

x 172

I

The transfer of outstanding German scientists to thig

country for the advancement of our science and industry seems

wise and logical . It 13 well known that there are presently

under u.s. control eminent scientists whose contributiona , 11

added to our own , would advance the frontiers of scientific

knowledge for national benefit .

We are informed that our allies consider the employment

of such men to be desirable and that many of the better German

scientists have been transported to Russia and Britain where

their past and future knowledge will be incorporated in the

scientific endeavors of those nations . In recent weeks the

movement of German scientific personnel from American control

to zones under control of our Allies , especially the U.S.S.R. ,

has increased markedly . Two Nobel prize winners are among

this group : Dr. Hertz , Director of the Research Laboratory

of siemens and Halske and a world renowned physicist , and

Professor Warburg , recipient of the Nobel award in medicine

and physiology in 1931. It is evident that many of the out

standing German scientists will no longer be available unless

a decision is made quickly to permit their importation to this

country .

TYPICAL GERMAN SCIENTISTS NOW AVAILABLE

It is contemplated that any importations to this

country would be reatricted to scientists of outstanding at

tainments who can make a positive contribution to our scientific

And Industrial efforts .

FORYICTORY

BUY
watu
BTAPRO
WAR
BONDS

SOAPS

Examples of the callbre of men referred to and available

are :

Dr. W. J. Reppe - Director of Research , I. G. Farbenindustrie-
--

nF 192inz
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Honorable Harry S. Truman -- 2

Leader in the newly expanded field of acetylene

chemistry . His knowledge in this field should be

a great asset to U.S. industrial research . The

American Chemical Society and leading chemical firms

have attested the need for and value of Dr. Reppelg

services .

Hellmuth Hortz- Member of the famous Hertz family-

An exceedingly promising young scientist , trained

in nuclear physics and already requested by the

University of Chicago for their newly founded

Institute for Nuclear Research.

Dr. Georg Jaagu -An eminent physicist , specially expert

In optics , who taught at the Universities of Jend and

Gottingen and left teaching for position with Zeiss

Optical Works . A world famous physicist who could

make a real contribution to the furthering of optical

factories in this country .

3

Dr. O. Graff -- A universally respected expert on concrete

and road construction . Graff is responsible for the

" auto bahng " in Germany and should be able to assist

in our peace - time road program .

Dr. Otto Hahn--Former Director of the Kaiser Wilhelm

Institut fur Chemie . A world famous chemist in the

field of radio active chemistry . In 1939 he discovered

the fisgion process of uranium on which the atomic

bomb development is based . He has just received the

Nobel prize .

POLICY DECLARATION REQUIRED

If you agree that the importation of a selected few

(approximately 50 in mumber ) would be an asset to our economy

I suggest that you declare this to be U.S. policy . Subsequent

to such & declaration, the State Department , which controls

reparations , the Labor Department , concerned with immigration

affairs , and the Publication Board , created by you to insure.

the dissemination of scientific knowledge , can work out

practical methods for bringing such men to this country . The

guiding principles followed in devising such methods might well

be :

LINK( a ) Only scientists of proven ability with positive

value to U.s , science and industry will be selected .
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Honorable Harry S. Truman -- 3

A careful screening to insure against the importation

of any one harboring anti - democratic principles will

be essential .

(c) The men should be brought here willingly under an

honorable and fair plan for their disposition . This

plan should also insure that their knowledge and the

results of their research in this country are made

fully and freely available to all .

!

!A positive program along the lines described is

essentially " intellectual
reparations " and may well be the most

practical and enduring national asset we can obtain from the

pros trete German nation .

Wanar

21
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WAR DEPARTMENT

WASHINGTON

CEF

7hu

State

September 4 , 1946 .

Memorandum for The President ::

munerns,
ARCHIVES AND
Kurus
SERVICE

It is my understanding that Mr. Acheson sent

you a memorandum dated August 30 , on the subject , " Interim

Exploitation of German and Austrian Specialists in the

United States" , recommending approval of the policy decided

on by State, War and Navy .

I believe that it would be most advantageous to

have the policy approved . Approval will be of benefit in

two ways : first , in negotiating extensions for German and

Austrian specialists already in the United States , the fact

being that some of these contracts expire this month and we

are having no guccess in negotiating extensions in the ab

sence of an approved .policy ; and second, further procure

ment of these specialists from Europe for utilization in

this country will be greatly impeded unless prompt action

can be talcen . For these reasons , I hope that you can see

your way clear to advise the State Department of your

approval ,

RhoPPt

Robert P. Patterson ,

Secretaryof War . 425PPP : Im

x19

X 166

* 192 - A

x2o

red TIDAK PANDENCE * 97
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کیان 12312
AM

(СЕ

AEComelynsayo .

2. O. (1632. Scc. 3 (e) and 5 (D ) OL (B)

Dept. of State Jetres. Aug. 9. 1973

I
MINARS Data 2

AUG 3 ^ 1946

State ***
AYIWA

MPIORANDON FOR THE PRESIDENT

Babject : Isterim Exploitation of Cornum send mustrian Spocknlista

in the Daited States 7/98 x 166

I am presenting for your approval & tatiment of tatted States

policy on theInterim saploitation of elected derman and Austran

epecialist in the navid States *We

Šino shortly after this Dayi the iter bepertinent has operated a

projectknown as "Paperenen ander what thselected derintiscientsatt... 4192

häre beda brought to ho colantry under military metody for short

terin sploitation . Theremains inour bones of derenzy and Austria

manber ofspecialisto whosehowjodga mgabilety :could be thed to

Barthes our technology Dora ukarney has reported that the serpe

les or many 01 Pride speculata may be loft ta unless stape are

qikhto assureploitation under favoredle chronna turies .

the ata transit Providing tot vandtag Paparello do tatud

total of the budem: 800 a 2000 pedalinosince dooperation of

the specialiste dotary to macagandal splastutions , provolon

Wemadefor balini ping moment of spelalløte families to the country ,

and 20 relating the community tekst satovy stangaminta . nie wat

Department worldbe deponiblefor
motody and for meluang Broek

the program persons with ket or piltariotio recorde.

*

192-4

It 1® contemplated that at a later date selected permis would .

granted regalar statusanderthe
tumigration late ,

*
1.28

x
18

This statement se based on recomendation of the joint chitats

of Sike; mere has been approved bythe State , War and NavyDupartments,

I recommend your approval .

DIANAOHLSON

approved9/6/44

LARRY S. TRUMAN Acting Sacrotary to

Analoeros

Policy statement

Orig
netd

to
the

Stare

982144
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DECLASSIFIED
6. O. 11652. Sec . ( ) and 3D ) or ( E )

D : pr. store lasAbuAmeriP.A.F.ML.
Ry, MILENARS Daio Lu

OR STERET

APPENDIX " B " RUMAA

WNINDAL
ANNIVESA.NO

MECASTINTERIM EXPLOITATION OF GERMAN AND AUSTRIAN

BPECIALISTS UNDER PROJECT PAPERCLIP

ROVER

1 . It 18 the polioy of this Government ( SWNCO 257/5 ) to

exploit selected German and Austrian specialists in science

and technology in the United States .

2 . To insure that the time required for normal processing

of immigration papers does not delay evacuation of specialists

and familles to the United States BO as to render present

policy ineffective and thereby endanger the national security ,

the War Department Paperclip Project will be expanded as

followo :

a . Those specialists selected by the War and wavy

Departments , plus nominations by the Commerce Department

for exploitation under civilian auspices will be

consolidated, coordinated with the British , and certified

by a designated agency of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

( now JIOA ) as the "U , s , Exploitation 118t* of German

and Austrian Specialists in Science and Technology " .

The War Department will instruct the commanding General ,

U. S. Forces in the European Theater to arrange the

execution of contracte by specialists and their

evacuation to the United States in the following manner :

( 1 ) The specialiste so brought to the United

States , exceive of familles , will not exceed

1000 in number at any time .

( 2) The War Department will be respons15le for

moving fam1 1188 of specialists already in the

United States , additional specialists , and their

I am 1 lies , as rapidly as transportation from the

Theater and housing in the United States can be

made available . Normally familles will not be

SWNCC_257 /22 - 151 - Appendix " B"

TOP BEORET
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LES CRSI

evacuated with specialiste concerned , but in the
TRUMAS

order of the length of time the specialist has
HARRY

INATIONAL
ARONIVES AND

• Recort
ADMIN ,"

LIBRARY

been under exploitation and obeervation in the

U.S.

U.S.

POVERHURES

( 3 ) The contracts to be arranged with specialists

by the Commanding General , USFET , will be so

drafted as to engure suitable salary and working

conditions for the speciallete without obligating

the War or Navy Departments beyond the legal

11mitations of their respective appropriations .

( 4 ) Contracts will provide return to Germany or

Austria for those specialiste end members of their

families in cases of speciellste not found qualified

for extensive exploitation or of individuale not

found acceptable by the United States for porminent

residence in this country .

( 5 ) Persono proposed to be brought to the U.S.

hereunder shall be soreened by the Commanding

General , USFET , on the basis of available recorde .

No person found by the Commanding General , USFET ,

to have been a member of the Nazi Party and more

than a nominal participant in its activities , or

an active supporter of Nazism or militari, Bra shali

be brought to the U. s . hereunder . However , neither

position nor honore awarded a specialist under the

Nezi Regime culely on account of his sclentific

or technical ability will in then selvos be considered

cufficient to disqualify a specialist for evacuation

to the U.S. hereunder . Where there is doubt 28

to qualification of a specialist under the preced

ing sentence , the Commanding General, USFET , may

transport the specialist to the U.s. , where further

Interrogation and screening shall be conducted

immediately in order to determine auch qualirication .

SWNCC 257/22 - 152 - Appendix " B
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TAILORED

UBRE( 6 ) All specialløte and families brought to

the United States will be under temporary ,

vanhL
.MeHIVI: WED

"; k; Borl:!:
Nipl .

limitod military custody until such time as

visas are granted or repatriation la accomplished .

The degree of surveillance over any specialist

will depend upon the length or time he has been

under observation and exploitation in the United

States , and the trustworthiness he has demonstrated

under interrogation , screening and subsequent

observation ,

( 7 ) The War Department will formulate , in

coordination with the Navy Department , the security

and administrative procedure noossary to protect

the national intereste during the tomporary linited

military custody of these specialists and their

families , and yet to insure the maximum exploitation

or all these specialiste by military and civilian

agencies,

b. Specialists and their families brought to the

United States hereunder will remain under temporary ,

11mited military custody until visas are grented or

repatriation is accomplished .

( 1 ) Upon arrival of specialists or familles

in the United States , the War Department will.

screen , and cause to be prepared complete bio

graphical wid professional data on all such persons ,

copies to be supplied to the FBI , JIOA , and tlie

technical service or the War or Navy Departments ,

whichever is the sponsoring agency :

( 2 ) Through interrogation , Investigation and

surveillance by the Technical Services of the

Army , the Army Air Force and the Navy , with the

assistance of the Commanding General , USFET , che

War Department will cause the bcat information

767 . Annandix " Allt
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TOTO SECRET

available concerning these specialists and their

families to be assembled for consideration by

the Justice and Stato Departments in connectiort

with implementation of SWNOC 267/5 .

( 3 ) At the time request 18 made for the

1 asuance of a viaa , or for the return to Germany

or Austria, of any speciallot or his family , a

copy of all additional secwu1ty interrogation ,

investigation and gurveillance papers will be .

Iorwarded to the FBI through JINA by the sponsor

ing agency of the War or Navy Departments .

SWNCC 257/22 154 - Appendix " B "

TOR SECRET




